
“The NAS is like a light - it helps me to know there is always 
somewhere to go.”
Dear <Mr Sample>,

I hope you don’t mind me writing to you personally. Recently, I heard a story that moved me so much that I 
felt compelled to share it with you. As Chief Executive of The National Autistic Society (NAS) I’ve met a lot 
of incredible families – but many of them are struggling to get the support they deserve. 
 
Anna was just 18 months old when she started to bang her head on the floor. Her speech was delayed and she 
had dreadful mood swings. Anna’s mother Carol was told she was simply being “over-anxious” by her GP. 

Things hit crisis point when Anna started school. It was then that Carol decided she was not going to leave 
her GP’s surgery until she was listened to and her concerns about her daughter were taken seriously. She 
literally refused to budge. As a father of four, I know I would have done the same.

Carol suspected Anna had an autism spectrum disorder (ASD) but it took her another two years of appointments 
with specialists before her suspicions were confirmed. Anna finally received a diagnosis of Asperger syndrome  
(an ASD) when she was six years old; four long years after her GP told her she was “over-anxious”. 

Although the diagnosis was unsurprising to Carol, the lack of awareness and support she received from many of 
those around her was entirely unexpected. But I hear stories like this too often – and it genuinely saddens me.

Fortunately, the NAS listened, advised and supported Carol when no one else would. But we can only be 
there for families like Carol’s thanks to the support of people like you <Mr Sample>. Could you help us 
to be there for other families with a gift of <£15> today?

Carol was able to attend some local workshops run by the NAS, which tackled issues like how to manage 
challenging behaviour and gave her tips and strategies to help cope with daily family life. She said:
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> Help us answer more calls from families needing advice and support. 

> Help a family attend one of our post-diagnosis seminars and learn  
how to cope better with their child’s behaviour. 

> Help us to always be a friend to people with autism and their families.

Every penny you give is spent wisely – 97p in every £1 goes directly to help  
people with autism and their families.

“The NAS workshop reassured me that what I was doing was right. Sometimes 
you feel totally inadequate, but it gave me the confidence to carry on.”

Not only were these workshops vital for Carol to get invaluable advice but crucially they offered her the 
opportunity to meet other parents who understood what she was going through; something that Carol says 
was “a lifesaver”. 

I find it particularly heartening to hear how the NAS is making a difference to families like Carol’s. This is 
only possible with the support of people like you and I hope you are as proud as I am to be part of a 
charity that makes such a big difference to people’s lives. 

The problem is, we’re unable to help all the families that need us – though our family support seminars helped 
750 families last year, there are many, many more that need us. And while our Autism Helpline received 
56,771 calls last year, we were unable to answer around a fifth of the callers trying to get through. I would love 
nothing more than to reach more families. In Carol’s words, “the NAS is like a light and helps me to know 
there is always somewhere to go” – with your help, I would like us to be that light for more families.

If you could give a gift of <£15> today you will help us to always be here to support families affected 
by autism.

You’ll be pleased to hear that Anna is now nine years old and studying at a mainstream school. Academically 
she is doing very well. Anna finds it hard to socialise with other children, which can upset her and is a big 
worry for Carol, but she has a small group of friends that she plays with. Carol says: 

“Anna is a special little girl, unique and one of a kind. With the help and support 
I get from friends, family and The National Autistic Society, I have a sound 
belief that she will grow and flourish into a happy adult who is able to contribute 
fully in society.”

Whether you decide to give a gift today or not, please accept my heartfelt thanks for your support of families 
affected by autism.

Yours sincerely,

Mark Lever

P.S.: I’ve enclosed a photo of Carol with Anna and her big brother Marco, who looks after Anna at school. 
Carol says that Anna’s quirkiness can sometimes overwhelm her with joy. Please be as generous as you can to 
help more families like theirs. 
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